Pre-Shavuot Tiqun

Late Night Adult Study From BEKI

Sponsored in Memory of Leon Cummings

Wednesday Night 27 May 2020
7p–10p EDT

(The Festival begins Thursday Night)

Session One 7:00p to 7:45p · Session Two 8:00p to 8:45p · Session Three 9:00p to 10:00p
Eat Your Own Refreshments · Video-Conference

Sign In Here (Zoom)
Watch Here (FB LiveStream)

Featuring

Corinne Blackmer

Teaching Torah, Constructing Judaism (7p)

Corinne E. Blackmer is professor of English and Judaic Studies at Southern Connecticut State University. She is the author of many articles and books, including *Poisoning the Wells: Antisemitism in Contemporary America*, ed. with Andrew Pessin; *Queering Anti-Zionism: BDS Activism of LGBTQ Intellectuals*; and other articles and works on Jewish ethics, modernism, and the Hebrew Bible.
Joshua Zelinsky

This is Why We Have an App: Probability, Halacha and Counting of the Omer (8p)

Josh Zelinsky grew up in New Haven; he has an undergraduate degree from Yale, and a PhD in math from Boston University. He now teaches math at the Hopkins School. He's probably a Ravenclaw.

Rachel Adelstein

From Your Mouth To My Ear: Orality and Aurality in Jewish Life (9p)

Rachel Adelstein is an ethnomusicologist whose research and teaching covers contemporary Jewish liturgical music, artistic expressions of Jewish feminism and American vernacular musics. Rachel will explore the use of music under the Nazi regime, by the inmates of the Terezin concentration camp, and by the inmates of other ghettos and concentration camps, as well as members of Jewish resistance groups.

Sign In Here (Zoom)

Watch Here (FB LiveStream)
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